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sharply 1—a rise attributed by Norden to the ' madness '
of tenants in striving ' one to outstrip another in giving
most' 2, though the chief cause was doubtless the fall in the
value of money. But serious obstacles hindered the advance
in agricultural technique. One was the open-field system
under which no man was his own master3. Another was
the ignorance of farmers wedded to customs ' which their
as ignorant forefathers left them ' 4. A third was the vexed
question of tenants' compensation for improvements.
Liability to increased rent when land was improved dis-
couraged good husbandry 5, and it was recommended that
the practice of Flanders should be followed and the tenant
protected in respect of the improvements which he effected 6.
Lastly, it must be remembered that the enthusiasm of the
agricultural reformer often outran his discretion, and he was
apt to press upon the farmer appliances and methods which
were either defective or suited only to particular soils. There
existed inventors before the eighteenth century—for ex-
ample, Gabriel Plattes, who in the preceding century
invented a * setting instrument' for sowing corn ; but his
description of it, however intelligible to ' ingenious men ',
was ' intricate ' to all others 7. And in some parts of the
country the turnip crop was seldom a regular feature, not
on account of the farmers being ignorant, but because the
soil was unsuitable 8. Nevertheless, although partial and
imperfect, the developments of the seventeenth century
paved the way for ' the celebrated Jethro Tull', the author
of " a work that will unquestionably carry his name to the
latest posterity " (so Arthur Young believed 9) and inventor
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3	See infra, p. 395-
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